Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET) are networks that are formed in an ad-hoc manner by collections of devices that are equipped with wireless communication capabilities, such as the popular WiFi (IEEE 802.11b) standard. As the hardware technology and networking protocols for MANETs become mature and ubiquitous, the main barrier for MANETs to become widely used is applications. Like in other areas of distributed computing, in order to expedite the development of applications, there is a need for middleware services that support these applications.
Introduction
Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET), as their name suggests, are networks of mobile devices that are formed in an ad-hoc manner. The devices that participate in such networks have wireless communication capabilities with a limited range transmitters, and therefore can directly communicate with other devices in their range. Some of the devices occasionally volunteer to forward some of the messages they receive, or in other words, act as routers, thereby forming a network. Yet, there is no fixed infrastructure, the network is continuously changing, and routers are elected on demand. In other words, the networking issues are handled ad-hoc.
Developing services for MANET is becoming important for several reasons. First, the enabling hardware technology, Wireless Ethernet (WiFi) Network Interface Cards (NICs), is becoming a standard feature in laptops, notebooks, and PDAs. In particular, WiFi NICs are being integrated into laptop chip-sets and even into mobile processors' CPUs. Second, MANETs offer a potential for new applications and improved services for mobile users, especially since mobile devices are increasingly equipped with both cellular communication and WiFi, and their computing power is becoming stronger. Example applications include collaborative caching of Internet based services, interactive games, ad-hoc transactions and e-commerce, and enhancing the bandwidth and reach of cellular communication. Third, ad-hoc networks are self-managed and easily deployable, as they require no pre-existing infrastructure.
Failure detection has been identified as an important component in many distributed services, such as transactions [9] , consensus [4] , group communication toolkits [3] and replication services [2, 12] , which are used as building blocks for end-user applications. For example, it has been shown that in asynchronous environments, the ability to detect failures with some level of reliability is key to being able to solve various agreement problems [4, 5, 7, 8] . The traditional approach to failure detection is by having each node exchange periodic heartbeats with each other node, e.g., [4, 18] . A node ¦ that does not receive heartbeats from another node § for a while suspects that § has failed. The problem with such an approach is the high communication overhead that it imposes.
To overcome this problem, gossip based failure detection protocols have been proposed [14, 17] . In these protocols, each node only sends periodic heartbeats to a few logical neighbors. Moreover, heartbeat messages piggyback (transitive) information on the last heartbeat that known to have been generated by each other node. If a node In this work, we complement previous gossip based failure detection studies, by adapting such approaches to MANETs. Specifically, rather then assuming some list of logical neighbors, we rely on the MANET characteristics for this. As wireless communication is a limited range broadcast medium, we simply have each node periodically broadcast a heartbeat that is received by all other nodes that happen to be in its transmission range at the time of sending the heartbeat. Moreover, we investigate the performance of this protocol in a MANET by extensive simulations, to study the obtained number of false failure detection decisions for various network parameters and failure detection timeouts. This study is important as it gives insight into the ability to reliably detect failures in MANET environments. This has implications on the possibility of providing services that typically build on a failure detection component, and on their design and the way they should rely on failure detection in MANETs.
Basic Concepts
Yet, the system is not completely reliable, and some failures may occur. These include node crashes, in which case a node ceases to function completely, or message omissions. Omissions can happen either if a process fails to send a message it is expected to send, a message is lost in transit, or a process fails to receive a message. Yet, we assume that omissions are relatively rare, and occur in a random manner. In the literature, there exists another type of failures, known as Byzantine failures [15] , in which processes behave in an arbitrary manner, including sending messages they are not supposed to. In this work we do not address Byzantine failures.
Failure detection is the act of trying to identify processes that crashed. Note that in practice, there is no way to distinguish in a network based environment between crashed processes and processes that suffer permanent and continuous omission failures. Failure detectors are usually characterized by the level of accuracy -not suspecting healthy nodes -and completeness -being able to detect all failed nodes -that they provide [4] . Each guarantee by itself can be ensured trivially. For example, accuracy can be obtained by never suspecting anyone, while completeness can be obtained by always suspecting everyone. Yet, deterministically ensuring even weak forms of both properties together in a truly asynchronous system is impossible [4] , as it would allow solving consensus, contradicting the FLP result [5] .
A typical best-effort approach to providing both properties is by having processes periodically send heartbeat messages to each other, and having each node suspect all nodes from which it did not receive any heartbeat for a given timeout. However, in asynchronous systems, this approach is not perfect as clocks of different processes may not be perfectly synchronized and messages can be lost or arbitrarily delayed. This is likely to be even more frequent on mobile networks, due to mobility that alters the routes and the lossy nature of wireless communication. Yet, even in wireless networks, typically most messages are received.
Note that in some application domains, such as group communication applications, failure detectors are in fact often expected to falsely suspect slow nodes. These applications typically prefer to temporarily suspend such nodes, but at the same time, prefer not to do this too eagerly, since there is also a high cost associated with removing and then reintegrating a falsely suspected node. In this work we investigate one scalable approach to failure detection and study the observed number of false failure detections and the observed failure detection times for various network parameters. This study is conducted by performing extensive simulations.
Gossip Based Failure Detection for MANET
As mentioned before, our protocol uses heartbeats. The heartbeat is represented by a counter. Every time units each node increments its counter and then broadcasts its heartbeat to its neighbors. Heartbeats are gossiped using a vector such that each entry in the vector corresponds to the highest heartbeat known to be sent from the corresponding node. When a heartbeat is received at some node, then this node updates its heartbeat vector to the maximum of the vector that arrived and its local heartbeat vector values. Thus, if a node is alive, remote nodes will learn of its new heartbeats by the transitive nature of the above interaction.
Our protocol needs to decide when a node is likely to have crashed, in which case it should be suspected. Intuitively, if a node is reachable, its heartbeats should be received every time units. In practice, this is not exactly true, since routes between nodes may become longer due to mobility, and messages could occasionally be dropped in the network. Yet, if the network remains connected, the routes do not become much longer, and most messages are delivered. Thus, our protocol allows a gap of at most heartbeats between two adjacent arrivals of heartbeats, to compensate for possible growth in route length and message delivery failures. If the gap becomes larger than , the node is considered suspected.
The pseudocode appears in Figure 1 . In the code, we use the operation ArrayMax to denote an element wise array maximum of two given arrays. Additionally, note that the timer to become suspected is set, each time a (possibly transitive) new information about a node is received, to " ! , where
is the expected one-hop network delay. This timer, however, is initialized at the beginning of the protocol's execution to 4 6 5 7 !
, where 8 5
is the maximal expected time to start hearing the first heartbeat from the furthest node in the system. The computation of 5 appears below.
The value of 9 6 5
The value of 8 5 must allow the initial heartbeat to propagate between any two nodes including the most remote ones. Here, we discuss how to evaluate 6 5 , which is essentially the diameter of the ad-hoc network. We start with computing the expected distance between the two most distant nodes. We use the following notation: 
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The distance D between E(Max) and E(Min) gives an upper bound on the expected maximal distance between any two nodes. From symmetry, it follows that
According to [16] , for all i we have
From (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we have
The expected values of
can be obtained as following
Note that points Max and Min are expected to be almost in the opposite corners of the area.
Next, we assume that the distance from a sender i to the receiver j is D. For this case, we compute the maximal advance d that can be achieved by going one hop from i to j. Thus the value of In order to reach to a node that is closer to the final destination than the source, that node must be placed in the marked region of Figure 2 . Thus, finding the maximal advance that can be achieved by one hop is equivalent to finding the minimal distance r (³ μ · ¶ ) of the hop from destination j. Therefore, we require that at least one neighbor of i is expected to be at a distance of at most r from j, i.e., in the asymmetric lenso¹ 
And the area of the circular segment
Hence, the resulting area
From here we get the following equation:
It is left to find E and :
can be obtained by solving the following equation:
We conclude with the computation of Intuitively, the greater is the number of nodes in the network, the larger average advance can be achieved by a single hop from source to destination. This is due to the increased probability that there will be at least one node within the transmission range of each sender in each direction from this sender. Yet, when the density of nodes is already high, adding even more nodes does not increase the connectivity much. As the number of nodes grows, points " ! 
Analysis
For the analysis, we assume a two-dimensional simulation region S of size I xI . Without loss of generality, we assume that the coordinates system's origin is in the upper left corner of S. Our failure detection protocol then maintains the following properties: P It guarantees that all failed processes will eventually be suspected (the Eventual Strong Completeness property defined in [4] ) as any heartbeat-based protocol. 
The number of neighbors of any node i has a binomial distribution with probability of success X " p r t
. Therefore, the expected number of neighbors of any node
meaning that the expected receive load is equal on all the processes and linear in the number of processes.
h
The number of messages produced by the protocol increases linearly as the number of processes grow. Note that the size of produced protocol messages is also linear in the number of nodes. In order to avoid an excessive network load, the heartbeat interval can be chosen to grow linearly in the number of nodes.
h Our protocol exhibits better performance as the connectivity of the network improves. The main source of failure detection errors and long failure detection time is a new heartbeat that arrives long after its originator's failure. As network connectivity improves, and due to the epidemic nature of heartbeats' propagation, the probability of such a scenario decreases. In particular, the resiliency to failures highly depends on the network connectivity. If there is a variety of routes between any two nodes, then a small number of failures will have almost no impact on failure detection time and the number of false detections, as some routes survive and heartbeats can propagate along them. When the network connectivity is poor, then every node's failure makes heartbeats dissemination harder, hence even a small number of failures may significantly increase the failure detection time and the number of false detections.
h
In the failure detector protocol of [17] , the failure detection time increases as the number of nodes grows. This is due to the fact that at each protocol step, a node sends its heartbeat to a constant number of group members. Intuitively, the larger the number of nodes is, the more protocol steps are needed in order to disseminate the heartbeat to all of them. In an ad-hoc network, on the other hand, given that an area where nodes are placed is constant, the number of nodes that receive a heartbeat of some node depends linearly on the number of nodes, as indicated above. Moreover, the network diameter decreases as the number of nodes grow (see Figure 5) . Consequently, the number of steps needed in order to disseminate a heartbeat among group members does not increase as the number of nodes grow. As the number of nodes in the area increases, the connectivity of the network improves, which in turn improves the performance of our protocol as explained in the previous item. Hence, we expect that the performance of our protocol will improve as the number of nodes increases.
Experimental Performance
To explore the behavior of our protocol, we used the GloMoSim simulator [19] . We performed a series of experiments in order to find out how changes in the number of nodes, the transmission range and the maximal speed of nodes influence the false failure detections and failure detection time metrics.
The simulations assume an area of
. Initially, all nodes are placed randomly inside this area. Mobility of the nodes was modeled using the Random-Waypoint scheme [11] . According to this model, each node travels to a randomly selected point inside the area with a speed selected randomly from the interval defined by minimum and maximum allowed speeds. Then, a node may choose to stay at that point for a randomly selected period between 
Performance of Failure Detector vs. Number of Nodes
The number of nodes varies from 30 to 60, and the transmission range is set to in all runs. The minimum speed is a nd maximum speed is . Each node sends an alive message every second in its own time slot. False Failure Detections is measured for timeouts from t o i n steps of | q
. Figure 6 reports the number of false failure detections in tests where the probability of a failure is per node, and the failure time is chosen randomly. The experiments show, as expected, that the number of false detections is in reverse proportion to the length of the timeout. Longer timeouts allow message routing along longer paths and as a result increase the chances for a heartbeat to be received on time. Also, the greater the number of nodes is, the smaller the number of errors is. This is because a greater number of nodes improve the connectivity of the network and hence less heartbeats are lost.
Our experiments show that for small timeouts the number of mistakes in a 30-node network is less than for a 40-node network. Note that a node may become suspected several times during the simulation. In a 40-node network, in which the connectivity is better, a node becomes active again sooner. When the timeout is short, the probability that a node will be suspected again is large. As a result, the frequency of such state-changes is greater in a 40-node network, which results in a higher number of errors. Figure 7 presents the failure detector errors' dynamics for different failure probabilities. In a 60-node network, in which the connectivity is better, the number of false failure detections slightly increases as the failure rate grows. Surprisingly, in a sparsely connected 30-node network, the number of false detections is reduced when the probability of a failure increases. This is because in sparse networks, the failure detector frequently suspects nodes due to route disconnections. But, when the failure rate is high, there are fewer false suspicions. Figure 8 presents the failure detector errors' dynamics for different failure probabilities. As expected, the influence of failures is more significant in sparse networks ( nodes), while in a -node network, increasing the number of failures had almost no influence on the detection time.
In order to find a reasonable timeout r V
, we first need to compute . We do it here for n odes in order to ensure the density of processes in the area. After substituting all known arguments in Equation (3.14) and solving it with Maple [1] , we obtain and then from equation (3.15), we get ¦ . Hence, the timeout totals at m
) . This timeout allows to reduce the number of false detection more than twice. Experiments also show that the timeout should not be too long. For any number of nodes we tried, a timeout of ¤ £ ¥ s econds greatly reduces the number of errors. After that, increasing the timeout has little effect of the number of errors and hence has no advantage. 
, corresponding to a failure that occurs right after an alive message is sent, and by
f rom below, corresponding to a failure that occurs an instant before an alive message is sent. Therefore, the minimal detection time changes almost linearly with the timeout ¬ . The average detection time is fairly close to the minimum, meaning that most nodes detect the failure quickly. It is also interesting to note that as the number of nodes increases, the average detection time decreases, which is the opposite of the typical reported behavior in wired networks. This is due to the fact that with a large number of nodes, the network is more dense, and hence better connected, so the arrival of gossiped heartbeats is more regular, and each message is received by a larger number of nodes. On the other hand, gossip based protocols for wired networks target a constant, or almost constant, number of nodes in each send. The maximum detection time also increases with the timeout, but is much more jittery, and the jitteriness becomes more acute when the number of nodes decreases. Lower density of nodes accounts for decreased connectivity, meaning that routes change frequently. For example, if node´fails and node µ is disconnected from it for some period, there is a chance that µ will reconnect later to some of´'s former neighbors and learn about´'s last heartbeats. This would cause µ to think that´is still alive, thereby delaying its failure detection. On the other hand, when the number of nodes is greater and their density is higher, there is a greater variety of routes between each two nodes, so the probability of the above scenario is much smaller.
Performance of Failure Detector vs. Nodes' Speed
All simulations reported in this section include ¶ m · n odes. Figure 13 demonstrates test results when the probability of a failure is
. The experiments show, as expected, that the number of false detections is always in reverse proportion to the length of the timeout, regardless of the nodes' speed. Interestingly, for short timeouts, the smallest number of false detections is obtained when nodes move slowly, while for long timeouts, the results are better when nodes travel fast. This is attributed to the following phenomena: When nodes move fast, the distance between nodes, in terms of the number of hops, changes rapidly as well. Thus, if the timeout is aggressive, a node can be suspected simply because the time required for the next heartbeat to travel the extra hops that were added since the previous heartbeat is larger than the timeout. On the other hand, when the timeout is long and nodes move fast enough, then nodes movements serve as an additional channel for forwarding gossiped heartbeats between different parts of the network. Also, disconnections are often resolved in such cases before the timeout expires. This suggests that when processes know their speed, it would be beneficial to gossip this information, and use this to adjust the timeouts for each node based on its last known speed. Developing such protocols is left as an open problem. Figure 14 presents false failure detections dynamics for the different failure probabilities. If the failure detector timeout is large enough, failure probability has no effect on the number of errors regardless the nodes' speed. As explained in the previous paragraph, short failure detection timeouts may cause a lot of suspicions. The higher the number of failed nodes is, the larger the number of suspicions that turn out to be true. Figure 15 presents failure detection time dynamics for the different failure probabilities. It appears that though the detection time increases as more nodes fail, the increase is smaller when nodes move faster. This implies that nodes' movements serve as another media for heartbeats propagation. Figures 16, 17 , 18 present the maximum, average and minimum detection time dynamics obtained in simulations with different values for maximum nodes' speed. The minimum detection time is almost the same for any nodes' speed, since the first detection occurs by the failed nodes neighbors, which is not affected much by the speed. On the other hand, the average detection time, and to an even larger extent the maximal detection time, decrease with the increase in nodes' speed. Recall that long detection times are caused by arrivals of old heartbeats of failed processes. As mentioned above, if the failure detection timeout is long enough and the higher the speed of processes is, the lower the probability that old heartbeat arrives after a long timeout, and hence the detection time is shorter. 
Performance of Failure Detector vs. Transmission Range
All the simulations reported in this section include » m ¼ n odes. Figure 19 demonstrates the results when the probability of a failure is
. As expected, the number of false detections is in reverse proportion to the length of the timeout, regardless of the transmission range. Note that when the transmission range is very large, the network connectivity is very good and the diameter is small. Thus, even with short timeouts we have few false detections. Figure 20 presents the false failure detections dynamics for different failure probabilities. If the transmission range is large enough and the network connectivity is high, then the failure probability has no effect on the number of errors. If the transmission range is short, the connectivity is poor so the failure detector suspects many nodes. Hence, when more nodes fail, more suspicions are true, which results in fewer errors, as appears for transmission range of Figures 22, 23, 24 present the maximum, average and minimum detection time dynamics obtained in simulations with different transmission ranges. The minimum detection time is almost the same for any transmission range, again, since the first detection occurs at the neighbors of a failed node which has relatively minor dependence on the transmission range. On the other hand, the maximum and average detection times decrease with the increase in the transmission range. The longer the transmission range is, the better the network connectivity, and hence the probability that gossiped heartbeats will arrive long after the failure is fairly low. 
Discussion
Failure detection is an important component in many reliable distributed services and applications. In this work, we have presented an adaptation of a gossip based failure detection protocol to MANET environments, and presented an extensive simulation based performance study of this protocol in MANETs with various parameters.
As expected, regardless of the other parameters, the longer the failure detection timeout is, the fewer mistakes are made. More interesting is the fact that when the network is better connected, either due to a larger number of nodes or a longer transmission range, not only there are fewer mistakes, but also the maximum failure detection time becomes closer to the minimum, as explained in Section 4. Moreover, this is the reverse of what has been observed in wired networks, in which increasing the number of nodes also increases the failure detection time.
Another interesting result is the fact that when nodes move quickly, both the number of mistakes becomes smaller and the maximum failure detection time becomes shorter. This is due to the fact that fast movement serves as another way to propagate information in the system. It highlights the potential of obtaining better protocols when the movement pattern is known [13] . In particular, it may be possible to vary the failure detection timeouts based on the expected speeds of nodes.
Finally, as can be seen in the various graphs, when the network is reasonably connected, the number of false suspicions behave in a concaved manner w.r.t. the failure detection timeout, with the "knee" around 60 seconds. This presents a challenge to developing applications and toolkits, such as group communication, which require fast failure detection. Moreover, it points to the benefits of using techniques, such as fuzzy group membership [6] . In such approaches, failure suspicion is not binary, and so some aspects of the system can react quickly to possible failures, while more heavy-weight actions, such as view changes in group communication toolkits, can occur only after a much longer timeout.
